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The ProgramThe Program safeguards the truth, but when The ProgramThe Program has a hidden agenda, the protected become the hunted

With his nuanced psychological insight, inscrutable plotting, and a captivating lead character that parallels Jonathan

Kellerman's Alex Delaware, Stephen White's Alan Gregory novels have become perennial national bestsellers. But,

with The ProgramThe Program, White has challenged himself and honed his craft with remarkable assurance to create a rare

breed of thriller. A dazzling mix of first-person and omniscient voices rewards readers with an irresistible narrative

momentum. But the heart and soul of the novel is an indomitable woman reevaluating the seemingly innocuous

choices she's made in the past while confronting the horrifying circumstances that threaten her family's future

survival.

"Every precious thing I lose, you will lose two." The ProgramThe Program begins with a condemned man's last words to New

Orleans District Attorney Kirsten Lord. After her husband is gunned down in front of her, Lord has no choice but to

flee the wrath of the murderer's vengeance. Lord pulls up stakes, changes her name, and accepts the Witness

Protection Program's offer to hide her and her young daughter in Boulder, Colorado. Soon thereafter, they are

befriended by Program veteran Carl Luppo, a solitary mob assassin tormented by his former life who has nothing

but time for regret.

Sensing that someone inside the program has compromised Lord and her daughter's safety, Luppo takes on the role

of sentinel, fully realizing that this may be his last shot at redemption. Even though Lord suspects that Luppo's

warnings about the Program's dark side are justified and that she should believe the former hit man's instincts, the
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only people she can really trust are her nine-year-old daughter and perhaps her Program-appointed psychologist

Alan Gregory.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Alan Gregory, the Boulder psychologist who's starred in Stephen White's long-running series of suspense novels,

takes second billing in The Program. The star is Kirsten Lord, a New Orleans prosecutor who lands in Gregory's office

after her husband is killed and her daughter's life threatened by a criminal she sent to prison. "Every precious thing I

lose, you will lose two" is the warning that sends her on the run until she finally lands in the Witness Protection

Program. But the danger's a long way from over. As a prosecutor, she was a loud and public critic of "the program,"

and as events unfold, it appears that her deadliest enemies may not be safely behind bars.

Some of the most interesting passages put Kirsten and Gregory together in scenes that underscore White's

professional expertise. A clinical psychologist in private practice in Boulder, he brings his understanding of human

nature out of the consulting room and onto the page. Fans of Jonathan Kellerman's Alex Delaware will love Alan

Gregory, whose relatively minor role at the start grows as the plot deepens and turns a hunt-and-chase thriller into a

multidimensional, complex, and vividly realized novel. Long overdue for a place high on the bestseller list, White

may well break out with this one. --Jane Adams
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